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Abstract - The article suggests the use of the concept of lean governance for formation of lean coal industry in the Kemerovo region, which may be relevant to a large coal region at the present stage of its socio-economic development. The Kuzbass coal basin is experiencing, like the entire coal industry in the world, not only the crisis but also the problem of overproduction of coal mining, the lack of demand in the market to the extent which is provided by modern technology in its coal production. Lean attitude to the coal resources as a source of economic growth in the coal region should be focused not on its volume and number, but on its lean usage in the region and, above all, should be a matter of the quality of life of residents of the region, which may contribute to the experience of application of lean technologies in China, where the latter is included in the KPI (key performance indicators) to improve the efficiency of the coal industry. An important role in this should belong to the public administrations in the region focused on the application of lean technologies to make the Kemerovo region an economical coal region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The conversion of scientific and industrial potential of the country to the path of innovative development is defined as the main purpose of the state innovation policy of Russia at the present stage. The analysis of the current state of the coal industry indicates the development of different types of innovative clusters, including in the Kemerovo region. Technical and technological improvement of coal companies’ activities is particularly relevant during the crisis. According to experts, the emergence of the newest technological structure will make the coal industry attractive to investors who go out of outdated coal plants actively now. We are impressed by the opinion of some experts, who believe that “today to gain a competitive advantage is possible only through the introduction of new technologies, implementation of innovations based on the use of new scientific solutions and attraction of young and energetic skilled workers” [1]. The researchers rightly point out that innovation in the coal industry, in general, is focused on promising areas of its development: the gradual improvement of the financial situation of coal companies and the formation of economic conditions for the development of production; the creation of a competitive coal market and positive technical change and economic level of coal production; realization of priority directions of development of science, technique and technologies, as well as access to high-quality end products, including in the framework of coal, energy coal and metallurgical complexes [1].

Analysis of practice of realization of innovations at the enterprises of the region's coal industry that was conducted by researchers shows that innovative activity is due to a variety of directions. Among these directions there is joining, in a number of cases, of all enterprises for mining and coal processing, systematic preparation for excavation of coal reserves and the implementation of new mine field systems; development of coal seams with the highest quality reserves, economically profitable for coal extraction; increase in labor productivity on the basis of the concentration of mining and technical re-equipment of production; increase in the safety and efficiency of technical production; changes in the design and technology of mine workings supporting; implementation of complete conveying in the intra-mine transport; personnel skills development and improvement. [1].

However, without prejudice to the merits of proposed science upgrade paths of the coal industry, it should be noted that it is necessary to pay attention to the underestimation of the role and the values of management of the state and local governments, for example, in the innovative development of the coal industry. Relevance of the research of new technologies in governance at all levels is evident, especially in the present conditions of the search for optimal ways of Russia’s withdrawal from the economic crisis, and above all, to bring out of the deep crisis of weak economic update and developing territories. Management in this case should be seen as a condition and as a lever to address this kind of problem.

As a modern control technology, we think we can offer a lean management technology, actively developing in the world, including China, and that attracts the attention of a number of Russian scientists, both in the economy and in public administration.

Scientific novelty of research, the basic points of which are presented in the article, is that
- the urgency of a lean governance concept is proved in terms of socio-economic crisis in the world in order to increase the efficiency of the coal industry, the creation of lean coal industry, lean region, lean enterprise, etc.;

- the need for logistics planning of lean management process is showed, which is a set of sequential steps: mapping and visualization of current management; measurement and analysis of the current state of the elements of the management; creation and mapping of new management model; performance evaluation and development of actions for the implementation of the new management process;

-a model of "lean governance" and the concept of "lean region" is offered, which includes the following main elements: the visualization of control processes in the region, the involvement of all stakeholders (management structure and coal mines) in the conduct of rational action to improve production efficiency; mapping (schematic representation) of the process of interaction of the regional management of the coal industry; losses in carrying out the process; elimination of waste; methods of lean technologies for the coal industry; teaching lean technology at coal plants;

- the idea of establishing an international center or institute of lean governance is proposed through the integration of research achievements of China and Russia.

The logic of the research process, aimed at the development of the concept of lean state management, consistently relying on the analysis of information sources on the lean-technologies allowed the authors to prove the effectiveness of their use in the coal industry.

II. DISCUSSION

The theoretical basis for further research in the science of the control technology allows us to speak about its viability and progressiveness. The term "lean production" appeared in the early 90-ies of the last century, it was introduced in scientific literature by the American scientist John Krafchik in the article "Triumph of the lean production system." Basically, it emphasizes the combination of the scientific organization of labor, a new production management system and methods of labor quality management, introduced by the Japanese company "Toyota". In his works, Krafchik says: "Lean production - this system contributes to the comprehensive development and integration of all existing resources that traditional policies do not seem to notice" [2]. We found it interesting to review the study of using "lean technologies" problems implemented by such scientists as: M. Porter, W. Levinson, Jeffrey L., O. Vikhansky, M.N. Dudin, V.G. Ignatov interesting.

In the early 2000s, another American scientist M.L. George supplemented the concept of "lean production" by the principles of the concept of "six sigma", based on the following directions:

- stability and forecasting the process, in this case, of public administration and local government;

- analysis and accountability, as well as the ability to measure and change the process parameters;

- proactive management;

- openness and transparency of the process;

- continuous improvement of the process (kaizen) [3].

It is alleged that the lean technology is nothing less than quality, built-in process that allows you to optimize resources and increase production efficiency, business management. It should be noted that the concept of lean-technologies, thanks to this approach, is already widely applied in almost all areas (manufacturing and non-manufacturing). The practice of its application in improving the activities of state authorities and local governments creates a great interest.

However, analysis of the practical application of lean techniques showed that over the past 10 years, they received the most widespread application abroad in the state and local self-government in such countries as the USA and Japan. So, in the United States such states as Michigan, Colorado, Iowa, Oregon apply the basic principles of "lean state", in particular, the identification and elimination of losses in the management process [3].

In Russia, the problem of the use of lean-technologies has been discussed since 2006, for the first time on the first Russian Lean Forum "Lean Production for Russia" in the city of Yekaterinburg. Further annual forums indicate a growing interest in the concept of lean technologies. The researchers note that using this technology it is possible to design a new vector of economic growth, [4] putting the principles of "lean governance" at the forefront. With that, we think, that it is possible both in production and in the sphere of public administration and local self-government.

It is important to note that the analysis of the literature points to the urgency of improving governance through the use of new control technologies. [5, 6, 7, 8, etc.]

A discussion of the problems of the "lean state" at the Lean forums in Russia today contributes to the solution of many administrative issues to optimize the budgets of different levels, the growth of GDP and GRP, and can become a trigger mechanism for the implementation of lean technologies in the coal business, and in government. It should be noted that the pioneers of the concept of lean-technologies in Russia are such organizations as: Evraz, Eurochem, Rusal, Sberbank, today the practice of "lean manufacturing" is implement by many Russian enterprises and organizations. The experience of the application of "lean governance" at the state level and the municipal government should be noted too. So it is successfully implemented in Tatarstan, and the brand "lean city" is assigned to such Russian cities as Kazan, Naberezhnye Chelny. The term "lean region" is used today to Yugra, which is already in the running for the regional level, introducing "lean-technology."
In our view, this technology is poorly understood and may be required more broadly in terms of economic and technological crises, for example in the whole region or the whole industry. For example, a particularly vulnerable during the economic crisis of old-industrial regions with a mono-economy, such as the Kemerovo region, may be interested in the implementation and development of lean management technologies. The Kemerovo region, currently continues to be an industrial region with a predominance in the sectoral structure of the economy of heavy industries, such as mining. [9]

The coal industry (due to the availability of raw materials) historically holds a key position within the development of the region and its socio-economic stability. Nowadays, the Kemerovo region is the leader in the SFD (Siberian Federal District) in coal production accounting for 71% of the total volume in the Siberian region and 61% in the Russian Federation. In the sectoral structure of the region, coal industry is dominant (the proportion of 31.4%) and, accordingly, it is the main source of GRP and replenishment of the budget.

Related industries such as ferrous and non-ferrous metals also occupy dominant positions in the total industry, and together account for about 40%, as a result, we have 70% of production directly related to the extraction of coal in the structure of the economy (Figure 1) [10].

It should be noted that in the last 7 months of 2014 production volumes increased slightly compared with 2013 year (by 0.8%) and amounted to 215 million tons in volume terms, production of coking coal is similar - in 2014 it amounted to 31 million tons, and increased by 1.6%. [10]. In addition, we consider it important to emphasize that the coal enterprises of the Kemerovo region are town-forming in all the major municipalities in the region, which once again highlights the importance of the coal industry (Figure 2).

However, the dynamics of the GRP in the economic activity for 2010-2014 years has a tendency to a slight decrease compared to the previous period, mining operations during the analyzed period have also been reduced by 25% (Figure 3).

The debts of the enterprises only confirm the problems of coal branch of the Kemerovo region. The problems of the coal industry are now becoming an obstacle to the development of the region as a whole, given according to the data presented the role and importance of the coal industry for the region.

At the same time it should be noted that they are trying to decide on a more prudent use of its main resource – coal in the region. For example, the establishment of an innovation cluster for complex processing of coal and processing waste should be directed, in our opinion, on the lean coal production process.

The enterprises of the Kemerovo coal-chemical cluster employ 2% of the working population of the region, the planned result of their activity is more than 100 coal-chemical products. But this production can not be achieved without the
use of lean governance techniques, with that in principle, at all levels: national, sectoral, municipal government agencies and the particular coal enterprise.

At the same time, we should pay attention to the similarity of the problems in the coal industry in China with our difficulties, it is now also subjected to the process of bifurcation. Since 2014, there is practically no increase in coal consumption due to the reformation of the structure of industry in favor of less energy-intensive technologies, with a decrease in its own coal production by 3%, despite the stagnation of demand in 2013-2014 years. [12]

Carrying out coal gasification, its conversion, reduction of transport costs, involvement in the production of cheaper and lower-quality brands, such as lignite (brown coal), all the above testifies that the use of coal resources in China is already more efficient with regard to the principles of lean production and consequently the whole concept of lean governance [12].

One cannot ignore China's experience in innovative technological approach to solving tasks, including the tasks faced by enterprises of the coal industry [13, 14]. It is necessary to note the presence of the problems of current search for technologies in the coal industry and in the Asia-Pacific region, many of which in an increasingly competitive environment can be solved primarily by the innovative development of the coal industry of the Far East. Kuzbass scientists also make attempts to solve the problems of the coal industry through the use of innovative technologies [15].

III. RESULTS

Therefore, further development and implementation of models of "lean governance", at the state and municipal levels, may become an important aspect of the solution to these problems in Russia in accordance with modern requirements for the operation of the coal industry in the Kemerovo region as mono-regional coal orientation, which has the following features today:
- high cost of coal freight transportation, including due to the growth of railway tariffs;
- unused possibilities of commissioning of new production facilities;
- the need to increase the efficiency of coal production;
- incompatibility between the volume of coal production and its quality;
- untimely correlation of the information on coal production and coal preparation;
- the lack of deep coal processing programs;
- reduction of coal production costs;
- reduction of the impact of human factors over the entire chain of coal production process;
- the absence of a closed type technology to reduce the impact on the ecology of the region;
- ensuring industrial safety in enterprises;
- coordination of activities within the company and in interaction with environmental factors, including regional management structures;

-lack of on-line information support of the manufacturing process [16].

Designated features should be considered as a kind of "obstacles", as losses, for the development of the coal industry, which can be eliminated, in our opinion, due to the development of the so-called "lean governance technologies", which should be used as a condition of productivity growth, the formation of an "intelligent" mining company and others.

It should be noted that the development and implementation of the concept of "lean governance" in relation to the coal regions can contribute to a "lean coal region," "lean coal mine." The basis of the concept of "lean governance" in relation to the coal region, that is actively carrying out the search for yield, especially from the process of the crisis of the coal industry, we regard it expedient to consider the evolving science concept of lean governance technologies applied to government and industry management as an important condition for the development of the region and industry.

It is important to emphasize the attention paid to the use of the concept of lean technologies in public administration by the Russian government. Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev outlined the importance of its application: "Improving the efficiency of public administration should be carried out through the use of new management techniques, as it is happening today in the world. Many of them such as a project management and performance management, and the so-called lean-technologies came out of the business and are successfully used there."[17]

However, it should be recognized that, in spite of some attempts already made to study and put into practice the concept of lean technologies in the economy and in the government is acquiring only the first steps, such as Yugra – a Russia’s region.

We believe that the Kemerovo region in the development and implementation of the concept of "lean region" based on the lean model of management is also able to achieve the objective of development of this technology in public administration. The lean management concept is oriented on the development of internal regional features of the Kemerovo region, on the effective use of funds of the regional budget and its timely completion, at a deeper solution to the problems of the coal industry in the region by identifying missed opportunities, research gaps and loss of control or production process. Minimization of losses that the company or the authorities are trying to achieve by any means is a condition and a lever for the development of the state, industry, the region in crisis.

Such a conclusion can be drawn, based on the overview of the practice of lean technologies in the world and in Russia. Moreover, this conclusion allows to reach the main informative tools of this concept, particularly the application of the model of rapid and systemic improvements, reducing the complexity of processes, measurement and visualization of process performance that is particularly difficult and necessary in the public administration and local governments.
It is important, in our view, to identify the specific features of processes used in the management of the region, which point to the prospect of applying the following lean management technologies:

- cross-cutting (cross - functional) nature of management processes;
- high variability of processes;
- the high level of the inspection process and as a consequence of the rising cost of services and the increase in the duration of their performance;
- the absence of the metric system to control processes;
- lack of knowledge and information on lean-management and consequently a distrust to the implementation of lean management technologies.

As already mentioned, the concept of lean production is a systematic procedure to locate and correct different kinds of losses that, in our opinion, have a place in the system of public administration in the region in the coal industry of the region: it is the loss in the economy, ecology, environmental management etc.

To identify and eliminate losses in order to improve the activities of organizations and companies, the techniques such as kaizen events, 5S, mapping of individual processes, mapping the value chain as a whole, visual management [18] are mostly used.

Z. Radnor and S.P. Osborn note that lean management technologies are used for three purposes: first, the evaluation process of the services at the organizational level; secondly, the maintenance of a steady state process and improvement; thirdly, monitoring [19, 20].

It is thought that these methods are applicable to coal and regional management process, and the coal industry and coal enterprises, since the losses are everywhere and, above all, in the process, from coal production to deep processing. In our opinion, for example, a combination of methods of "Six Sigma" and the concept of "lean governance" will allow to solve many problems that have accumulated in the region more efficiently: its technologizing, modernization, diversification, and others.

The necessity of logistics planning of the management process, which naturally was recorded schematically in the form of a gradual process of “lean governance” was proved in the course of study (Fig. 4).

On the basis of the scheme proposed by the authors a model of "lean governance" under the concept of "lean region," which includes the following key elements embodied in the proposed formula has been developed:

\[
MLSM = V + I' + MP + (LO - EL) + M + TRLT
\]

where:
- \( V \) — visualization of control processes in the region;
- \( I' \) — involvement of all stakeholders (management structure and coal mines) in the conduct of rational action to improve production efficiency;
- \( MP \) — mapping (schematic representation) of the process of interaction of the regional management of the coal industry;
- \( LO \) — losses in carrying out the process;
- \( EL \) — elimination of losses
- \( M \) — methods of lean technologies for the coal industry;
- \( TRLT \) — training in lean technology at coal plants (or the establishment of the Centre or the Institute of lean management at the regional level).

IV. CONCLUSION

We would consider it appropriate to create a Centre or Institute of Lean governance for the research and scientific basis of the effective implementation of "lean governance" concept, together with the PRC in the Kemerovo region. The study and implementation of technologies of "lean production" and "lean management" will contribute to the transfer of coal enterprises in the region in the area of development of "intelligent coal mine" that can predict the strategic new technological supply chain, not only for coal mining, but also its deep processing without large losses and omissions. This, in its turn, can contribute to increased efficiency and productivity, increased tax collection and updating of regional and federal budgets. Designated steps of lean state management in the coal region, for example in the Kemerovo region, will enable in the most reasonable way to predict from the starting point of the coal mining process the required future volumes of coal resource, the quality, delivery times, the possibility of processing within the region, ensuring its more effective use, as well as identification of possible losses and their prevention.

In our opinion, it is the deep processing of coal, as the implementation of "lean technology" concept, should be one of the primary tasks for the Kemerovo region, which will be able to forward the coal industry of the region on innovative development track. Thus, in order to develop the Kemerovo region in the above direction, the traditional management methods of public administration are not acceptable, since instead of being the lever and an important prerequisite, they will be the brake and an obstacle. The public administration must become lean too.
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